
 Ein internationales Projekt von Ehrenamtlichen im Bund der Pfadfinderinnen und Pfadfinder (BdP) e.V.. 

 An international Project of Volunteers of the Bund der Pfadfinderinnen und Pfadfinder (BdP) e.V..  

More than just  
a train journey 

We’ll  
make it!

 The locomotive alone would  

 be a sad picture indeed. It’s the  

 carriages that make a train  

 become a train. 

The carriages of the ScoutingTrain are the 
home to our projects, and their project 
managers are our conductors. They have a 
truly international background as they come 
from Azerbaijan, Belarus, Germany, Lithuania, 
Republic of Moldova, Poland, Russia, and the 
Ukraine. 
 
In February 2014, they’ll meet again. But they 
are busy with their projects even now, in the me-
antime. Internet helps a lot here. The conductors 
develop the programmes for their passengers. 
Both the conductors and the passengers are 
going to meet in August 2014, before the journey, 
to experience the programme together. They 

 Why ScoutingTrain’s final  

 destination is not the end of  

 the journey 

In order to make our project change Europe, 
it is not enough to take the train and travel to 
Lake Baikal.  In this project, we want to develop 
and communicate as many different aspects of 
successful youth work as possible. We want to 
enable many people to organise similar follow- 
up projects and to remember how they did it on 
the ScoutingTrain. We pass the contacts and 
necessary tools to the conductors and in doing 
so enable them to share their excitement about 
this kind of projects with others.

 This is why we provide  

 our conductors with the  

 following: 

• Contacts to the international scouting  
  organisations;
• A network of experienced mentors;
• A good access to Eastern Europe,  
  both through the Conductors’ Academies 
  and the journey itself;
• New qualifications acquired through  
  workshops and coaching.

Please follow 
us on… 
scoutingtrain.org
twitter.com/ScoutingTrain
facebook.com/Scoutingtrain
vk.com/scoutingtrain
flickr.com/photos/96103675@N05/

 Donate for international  

 understanding! 

Your donation will support the meeting of 
scouts and guides from East and West.

We write the history!
Accompanied by hundreds of passengers, 
we will create an unforgettable journey on 
the very first Trans-Siberian ScoutingTrain 
from Berlin to Lake Baikal. 

Fire up!
A steam engine needs coal – we need money to 
move on with the project. 

How you can support us  
In cash (for the conductors and passengers). 
It will be donated directly to the carriage in 
question.

Via bank transfer into Foundation Pfadfin-
den’s account:

Stiftung Pfadfinden
BIC: FFVBDEFF
IBAN: DE22501900000000132721

Please note the aim of your payment:  
’Donation ScoutingTrain for carriage XX’  
Do not forget to note the name of the carriage

If no specific carriage name is mentioned, your 
donation will support the project in general. This 
will lower the cost for all conductors.

Via betterplace.org
Your donation will be directed to the ScoutingTrain 
project listed on betterplace.org

Even a small donation will keep the  
engine going!

More information on...
http://www.scoutingtrain.org/en/spende.html

 Our message is:  

 We want to use the unique  

 memories of the ScoutingTrain  

 journey and capture them in  

 pictures in order to promote  

 following messages: 

• International youth work can 
  destroy the walls; 
• Thanks to the culture of the journey and  
   the camp, as well as the international  
   scouting culture, young people and  
   especially scouts and guides meet all  
   requirements to do this; 
• It has been 25 years since the Berlin Wall 
  doesn’t exist anymore, and with our project 
  we want to destroy the walls in people’s  
  minds. 

Our conductor teams are being supported and 
supervised by the switchmen, mentors and coa-
ches throughout the year.

 All the different people  

 within the project – our stokers,  

 conductors, signallers,  

 switchmen are spreading  

 the idea across the walls and  

 borders. ScoutingTrain is  

 the central project of the BdP  

 in 2014!  

A train full of people from all over the world,  
a mutual journey to one of the most beautiful 
places on Earth – that has always been my 
dream!  Benny

We’ll move eastwards, ... we’ll experience  
new countries and go on a journey...  Charo

The Russian culture and the endless  
countryside are unique. Enno

My wish is that the scouting organisations of 
WOSM regions Europe and Eurasia can create 
better networks, not only between the institutions 
and their representatives, but also among the 
participants. Jan

Ever since my alternative civilian service I’ve 
been fascinated by the Eastern European joyful 
way of life, and I am looking forward to sharing  
it with as many people as possible. Mische

We are your Board 
of Directors

 Benny  Charo  Jan  Milena 

 Enno  Mische  Moritz 

will then present the results to the locals during 
the stops on the railway stations. It might be an 
exhibition, some theatre or who knows, maybe a 
live music performance.

I’d like to make the „Eastern Perspective“  
a vital part of the project and make the existing 
borders between people, countries, and  
mentalities change. Milena

Trans-Siberian – it’s a dream is about to come 
true! With 100 scouts to boot, there hasn’t be an 
action like this before, it’s just a MUST do! Moritz

 The international Board of  

 Directors coordinates the  

 project in general. Its work  

 focuses on such areas as  

 logistics, finances, fundraising,  

 and public relations. The Board  

 of Directors is responsible for  

 planning central meetings and  

 consults with the conductors  

 on their tasks. 
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Partner Organizations

Scouting Train is an international project of the Bund der Pfadfinderinnen und Pfadfinder, 
BdP (Union of Guides and Scouts) in cooperation with its partner organisations in the 
countries Russia, Kazakhstan, Poland, Hungary, Lithuania, Ukraine and Belarus.  

Russia
Russian assiociation of Navigators/Scouts (RAN/S):
Andrej Jemelin, EmelinAB@rasn.org,
www.rasn.org, tel.: +79143259027

National Organisation of Russian Scouts (NOR-S):
Maria Yanchewa, vsegdakotov@gmail.com,
www.nors-r.ru, tel.: +79055891555

Hungary
Hungarian Scout Association; Magyar Cserkészszövetség (KMCSSZ):
titkarsag@cserkesz.hu, 
www.cserkesz.hu, tel: +36205481766

Poland
The Polish Scouting and Guiding Association; 
Zwiazek Harcerstwa Polskiego (ZHP):
Piotr Sniegocki, sekretariat.gk@zhp.pl,
www.zhp.pl, tel: +48223390645

Lithuania
Lietuvos Skautija, Lithuanian Scouts;
Akvile Milkeviciute, press@skautai.lt,
www.skautai.lt, tel: +37062033653
 
Kazakhstan
Organization of the Scout Movement of Kazakhstan
Evgenij Ribalko, ribalko@scoutingtrain.org:
www.scouts.kz, tel: +787013484859

Ukraine
National Organisation of Scouts of Ukraine
Andriy Chesnokov, president@ukrscout.org,
www.ukrscout.org, tel: +380444116932

Belarus
Belarusian Republican Scout Association (BRSA) 
Yury Baturo, yuriy.baturo@gmail.com 
www.belscout.by, tel: + 375 29 754 01 28
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ScoutingTrain was supported by:

• The German Ministry of Family Affairs, Senior Citizens, Women and Youth - BMFSFJ 
(Bundesministerium für Familie, Senioren, Frauen und Jugend)

• The foundation “Stiftung Pfadfinden“ and their supporters and founders 
• The ‚Leadership Training Fond‘ of the European Region of the World Organization 

of the Scout Movement (WOSM) and the World Association of Girl Guides and Girl 
Scouts (WAGGGS)

• The foundation “Avec et pour Autres“ (mentoring and academies)
• The EU program “Youth in Action“ (academies)
• The Foundation “Stiftung Deutsch-Russischer Jugendaustausch“ (DRJA)
• The German-Polish Youth Office (GPYO)

...as well as a large number of smaller and bigger supporters.
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Greeting of the Patron

„As Coordinator for Intersocietal Cooperation with Russia, Central 
Asia and the Eastern Partnership, I was very pleased to be asked 
to take over the patronage for the project „Scouting Train“. 
The crisis in the Ukraine is, at present, the top challenge 
concerning the relationship between the European Union, the 
Countries of the Eastern Partnership and  Russia. 
The support of the civil society is needed as well, if the political 
efforts for a solution are to bring forth a sustainable success. The 
Scouting Train” can add an important contribution to this aim.
The personal encounter of more than 200 young people, coming 
from fifteen European countries, the shared experience on the 
occasion of the trip through Russia, as well as the discussion of 
current issues, can increase mutual understanding, respectfulness 

and confidence. The developing networks are valuable dialogue tracks  towards a resilient 
relationships between the European Union, the Countries of the Eastern Partnership and 
Russia in the future.  
I am impressed by the commitment of the organizers, and I would like to express my 
recognition for your voluntary initiative. 

I will be pleased to accompany this project as a patron, and to be present when the the train 
starts on July 31st, and the participants, starting from Berlin, leave for the Lake Baikal via 
Warsaw, Minsk and Moscow.“

Gernot Erler
Coordinator for Intersocietal Cooperation with Russia, Central Asia and the Eastern 
Partnership Countries in the Federal Foreign Office of Germany

Greetings of the Patroness

„I am convinced that the ScoutingTrain project is con-
form with the values and goals of the Council of Europe 
and will help to spread the european values - especially 
among children and young adults who will be respon-
sible for the future of Europe. This is why it is a great 
pleasure to me to become the chairwoman of the Scou-
tingTrain project.“

Anne Brasseur
President of the Parliamentary Assembly of the 
Council of Europe
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Quotations of supporters

Gerhard Schröder, german chancellor 1998-2005
„The story of the “ScoutingTrain” has made me take notice. This idea of an active network 
among young people from the east and the west is an important contribution to international 
understanding. Even 25 years after the fall of the wall projects like this one are needed to 
make the dream of a united Europe of the people come true. This is why it is very good that 
scouts are active in this regard.“

Prof. Dr. Joachim Rogall, Robert Bosch Stiftung (Managing Director)
„The initiative of ScoutingTrain,  by bringing 400 scouts from 15 countries on board a chartered 
train to Russia, in particular during the current political situation, is of utmost  importance and 
helpful. Controversial discussion  during a trip like that should and will happen and this will 
provide a better understanding of each other’s position and allow new friendships among the 
participants that will last and help in particular during times of crisis.“

Johannes Kahrs, Member of the German Bundestag
„As an elder scout and founder of the „Stiftung Pfadfinden“, the idea of ScoutingTrain excited 
me: nothing is more important than a peaceful co-existence - and such a  journey can bring 
people together very well! Just as a politician, I welcome any form of engagement of citizens. 
The scouts stand for decades of active service to peace and international understanding. 
Dear Girl Scouts and Boy Scouts, I am proud that you are so engaged in this project and wish 
you a good trip and of course in old ties. Yours in Scouting “ 

Andreas Möller, Uniberg GmbH
„It is my pleasure giving something back for what I gained in support, happiness and self-
confidence as a scout and in the Youth Movement. I hope and wish that many young people 
will develop a sense of deep friendship during their joint journey.“

Virtence GmbH
„We at Virtence like to support the project Scouting Train 2014 with the idea of   a unifying rail 
tour from Berlin to Irkutsk. It captures exactly what people need in difficult times – discover 
something new and perhaps foreign, to develop fruitful collaborations.“

Tim Ullrich, directing partner of the Ullrich Verpackung GmbH 
„I support ScoutingTrain, because we need young people who test the collaboration between 
different countries!“

Tom Levine, Editor-in-Chief of Kircher Burkhardt
„The light of the Crimean crisis even intensified the urgency of a project like this. The team of 
ScoutingTrain does not take the easy road. I am looking forward to hear the stories you will 
bring back from ScoutingTrain.“

full quotes on www.scoutingtrain.org
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ScoutingTrain – the project 

ScoutingTrain is an international project of Bund der 
Pfadfinderinnen und Pfadfinder (BdP) e.V. (Union of Guides 
and Scouts), which will find its highlight in an education- and 
encounter journey in August 2014.

Starting from Berlin, 185 scouts from more than ten countries will travel together five 
thousand kilometer along the route of the Trans-Siberian Railway as far as Lake Baikal. 

In eight sub-projects, the “international wagons”, the travelers work on topics like music, 
concepts on live opportunities, happiness, traditions, scout-alumni work, youth culture and 
non-verbal communication.
 
The ScoutingTrain empowers young people from East and West, gives them many 
opportunities to get to know each other before and during a unique train trip and helps them 
to discover different cultures and exchange traditions. The initial motivation for this complex 
project was the 25th anniversary of the Fall of the Wall, the end of the Cold War, from 
today`s perspective we want to contribute to understanding and foster peer to peer relations 
between East and West.

The train will take the participants to a scout camp at the Lake Baikal. While sharing outdoor 
experiences and doing ongoing project work along the track, a dialogue between the 
nations will also take place with the local population. They will experience the international 
spirit of the idea of scouting. 

In the frame of different project ideas of the wagon teams the participants develop and create 
their individual idea concerning the past and future of Europe, and they learn what it means 
to cooperate in reaching an aim. Subsequently, they will share their experience in inter-
cultural cooperation, the joint commitment with fundraising as well as the organization of 
international encounters.

On November 9th, the participants will meet again for a big closing event in Berlin, where 
they will experience the 25th anniversary of a Europe without Walls. 

It is the aim of ScoutingTrain to carry the idea of international understanding into the public, 
and to campaign for an active togetherness of the civil society in the future! 
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More than a train ride

Aiming to give impulses for a change in europe we wanted to develope and promote a 
variety of tools and methods for international youth work. We want to empower as many 
people as possible to organize similar projects by themselves. We want to give them a role 
model for successful projects with our ScoutingTrain endeavour. We gave our conductresses 
and conductors, the teamleaders of the wagon projects, tools and networks to organize 
the preparation-meetings, communicate with our international travellers and share their 
enthusiasm for projects like ScoutingTrain. 

On the ScoutingTrain academy we gave the conductresses and conductors:

 � The network of the international scout movement

 � A network of mentors 

 � A wonderful impression of eastern and western Europe through meetings 
on the academy and the train ride itself

 � Qualifications through classes and coaching in 

 � Intercultural communication

 � Online marketing

 � Crowdfunding and fundraising

 � International project management and remote teamwork in virtual 
networks

We want to use the power of the memories from the ScoutingTrain experience to promote 
the following messages:

 � International youth work is very powerful.

 � Young people and especially scouts can work together on a united and 
participatory Europe since they can profit from their experiences in 
scouting, camps and international scout culture. 

 � We want to illustrate, use and celebrate the freedoms that aroused in Europe 
after the end of the Cold War. 

The international wagon teams were supported by patrons, mentors and coaches all through 
the last months. 
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Moscow City Game – more than an urban scavenger hunt

From august 2nd to 4th hundreds of international scouts are going 
to discover Moscow. In mixed teams they will solve tricky tasks, nail 
down some of the city’s secrets and gain a lot of insight – and all of 
that while the public is following via live-blog.

This is how also people who had to stay home can enter Moscow’s 
metro system, visit the Basilius cathedral on the “Red Square” and 
understand, why it should have been given the name ”Beautiful 
Square” instead.

Tasting the smell of diplomatic work in the German Ambassy and the Russian national dish 
of “Borschtsch”. Diving into Russian life style and learning what people from Moscow do in 
the summer. Taking a selfie and a group picture with the space transporter “Buran” in the 
Gorki Park – and off we go, continuing the scavenger hunt in small teams. Meeting for a boat 
trip on the “Moskva”, enjoying the lights of the city at night.

Within 72 hours hundreds of young people in scarfs and shirts follow Moscow‘s paths through 
history and present into a future they want to shape together. 

The Moscow City Game is an event of the ScoutingTrain which starts from Berlin Central 
on July 31st with 185 scouts from more than ten nations. In Moscow they will join the City 
Game participants and get familiar with Moscow’s 900 years of history. The ScoutingTrain 
will leave Moscow after the big celebration on august 5th for Lake Baikal.

Find out more about Moscow City Game on www.scoutingtrain.org,  www.fb.com/scoutingtrain  
and www.facebook.com/citygamemoscow.
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Central events of the Moscow City Game (preliminary agenda)

Saturday, 2.8.2014  Formal Welcome Event Sokolniki-Park:  
 � Greetings from the national scout organizations of russia
 � Countdown of the Scavenger 

Saturday evening:
 � Celebration on the campside with music, campfire and scoutingtrain orkestar
 � Presentation of the ScoutingTrain project and the seven wagon projects by the 

initiators of the ScoutingTrain

Monday, 4.8.2014 International Scout Exhibition at Meridian Center. 
Public event: 

 � Presentation of the participating russian youth organizations: „Volunteering youth 
for society“  

 � Exhibition of the participating youth organizations about their work and special 
projects

 � Discussions and Workshops  „Best Practise – examples of volunteer youth work“
 � Exhibition of the local ScoutingTrain projects
 � Greetings from the representative of the Russian Cultural Office – Open Discussion 

on the situation of volunteers and their perspective in Russia 

Tuesday, 5.8.2014 Official farewell event in the main celebration hall of he Kazanski-station 
(close to Jaroslavskii-station):

 � Greetings of the representatives of the City of Moscow and the Russian Federation
 � Official press conference for the ScoutingTrain
 � Honoring of the winner team of the Moscow City Game
 � Formal farewell of the ScoutingTrain
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Project vocabulary of the ScoutingTrain

ScoutingTrain 
The ScoutingTrain is the name of the whole project. Part of the ScoutingTrain are the 
preparation meetings, the conductor’s academy, the wagon meetings, the Moscow City 
Game, the train ride to Lake Baikal, the camp at Lake Baikal and the review and closing 
meetings in fall 2014.
 
Conductresses and Conductors
The conductresses and conductors are the project managers oft he wagon projects.

Conductor’s academy
Preparation- and training meetings between the executive board and the conductresses and 
conductors to set up the project and get the skills needed for international project work. Part 
of the academy meetings were professional lectures, role games, coaching sessions and 
presence phases of the conductresses and conductors in their international wagon project 
teams. 

Wagons 
The wagons are the sub-projects of the ScoutingTrain. Each sub-project is made up of 
an international team of conductresses and conductors as well as the travellers from the 
different partner organizations.

Wagon meetings
Meetings or activities of the wagon teams that happen before and after the train ride of 
the ScoutingTrain. These activities are a core part of the project, they lead to intercultural 
meetings and exchange, topic related work and the desired international networking.  

Executive Board
The international group of initiators of the ScoutingTrain project.

SignalMasters
Signalmasters are our patrons and patronesses.

Stokers
Stokers support our project with financial support or volunteer work.

SwitchWomen
SwitchWomen are a team of volunteer mentors that help the conductresses and conductors 
to manage their wagon projects.
 
Travellers 
Travellers are the participants of the wagon projects. 
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Preliminary statistics on ScoutingTrain travellers 
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Itineray

Itinerary

31.07.     Departure Berlin Central, 21.03
02.08.   Arrival at Moskow, Belarusskaya, 00.04
02. - 04.08.   Moscow City Game
05.08.   Departure from Moskow, Yaroslavskaya, 14.05
06. - 07.08.  Stopover in Perm
08. 08.  Stopover in Omsk
09. - 10.08.   Stopover in Novosibirsk
11.08.   Arrival in Irkutsk, stopover
12. - 16.08.  Arrival at the campground at Lake Baikal
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Press 

In the last months more than 200 regional and federal german press representatives were 
updated regularly with news from ScoutingTrain. The following quotes gives an overview.

Moskauer Deutsche Zeitung Nr. 9 Mai 2014
„Sie wollen etwas für die Völkerverständigung tun 
und fangen bei sich selbst an.“

Hamburger Abendblatt 23.04.2014
„400 Pfadfinderinnen und Pfadfinder aus verschiedenen 

Ländern, die sich für etwa eine Woche auf eine Reise mit der  
transsibirischen Eisenbahn von Moskau nach Irkutsk an den 

Baikalsee begeben – das gab es bisher noch nie.“

Die Rheinlandpfalz Nr. 104
„Ein großangelegtes Völkerverständigungsprojekt 
25 Jahre nach Ende des Eisernen Vorhangs, 
das in Zeiten der Krim-Krise neue Aktualität erhält.“

Hungarian Promenad 23.04.2014
„Szegedi cserkészek is utaznak 
az Európán átível békevonato.“

(Scouts from Szeged are also take part 
in the cross-europe „Peacetrain“)

Pfalzexpress 13.04.2014
„Durch eine gemeinsame Reise vieler Menschen 
aus Ost und West, die Netzwerke aufbaut und 
Freundschaften möglich macht, soll gerade auch
 in Deutschland die Neugier auf  Menschen und 
Landschaften geweckt werden.“

Kreiszeitung 25.03.2014
„Sie bringen den ScoutingTrain ins Rollen – ein Zug, 

der Länder und Menschen verbinden 
und Grenzen überwinden soll.“

Deutsch Russische Nachrichten 24.03.2014
„Via ScoutingTrain sollen 400 Pfadfinder 
die nächsten 25 Jahre ohne Mauer einläuten. 
Ihre Vision ist klar umrissen: Ein reales, 
gelebtes Netzwerk von jungen EuropäerInnen.“


